The first venue in Lebanon to meet international
standards for live music entertainment has
arrived. Platea is a multi-purpose canvas for your
inspiration. It’s elegant warmth and avant-guard design, coupled
with its professional and experienced management, delivers
different platforms for any event.
Platea is a one of a kind structure designed with every detail in
mind to enhance the live music experience for both the
performer and the audience.
With a:

Outdoor
Rooftop
Indoor

Platea can accommodate big names and large crowds, or host
intimate concerts. Located in Lebanon, the venue is central to live
music goers in three continents.

The Location
The Venue

Situated in Jounieh, just north of Lebanon’s vibrant
capital city of Beirut, the location boasts a perfect
marriage of luxury hotels and picturesque views
with energetic nightlife opportunities. Platea is a
short 20 kilometers from the airport

The entire structure of the Platea venue is concrete,
making it one of a kind in Lebanon. Built to last, and
built specifically with live music shows in mind, the creator and
architect included each element to maximize sound quality and
comfort and safety of the performer.

And is surrounded by many first class entertainment
options including casinos and seaside resorts. From
a majestic grotto to roof top clubs, experiencing
Platea can be catered to the artist’s specific needs.

The indoor venue accommodates

The Crowd

10,000 people standing
with the capability of adding a bar if desired. The stage itself is a
300 sqm hydraulic platform, that can hold up to 100
tons and travel for a length of 10 meters from the workshop, to
the level of the main hall and then 3 meters above the stage. The
indoor performance arena is a flexible "black-box" with multiple
layouts and substantial roof loading capacity available. The space
features a 300 sqm sliding rooftop above the stage.

20 kilometers
from the airport

Platea
Beirut

Lebanon is a hot spot for live music and has recently
hosted sold-out shows from renowned performers.
Lebanon is a desirable vacation spot for tourists from
Europe, North Africa and the Middle East, making it
an international hub for relaxation and fun.
Visitors to Lebanon look to have a high-quality
experience enjoying the entertainment options this
dynamic country has to offer.

